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(54) Impact tool

(57) A technique is provided which contributes to slip-
off prevention for a dust collecting hose designed as a
dust transfer hose, in an impact tool having a dust col-
lecting device for sucking and collecting dust generated
during operation.

The impact tool is provided with a dust collecting
device 150 which is mounted to a tool body 103 and has
a dust suction port 157b for sucking dust generated dur-
ing operation by a tool bit 119 and a dust transfer passage
157a for transferring dust sucked through the dust suc-
tion port 157b. The dust collecting device 150 further has

a dust collecting hose 161 that has a bellows-like part
161a and through which dust flowing through the dust
transfer passage 157a is led to the outside of the dust
transfer passage 157a, a hose mounting region 159 to
which the dust collecting hose 161 is attached so as to
communicate with the dust transfer passage 157a, and
a dust collecting hose slip-off preventing member 163
which is provided in the hose mounting region 159 and
prevents the dust collecting hose 161 attached to the
hose mounting region 159 from slipping out ofthe hose
mounting region 159 by engagement with the bellows-
like part 161 a of the dust collecting hose 161.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to a dust collecting tech-
nique for collecting dust generated when an impact tool
performs a predetermined operation.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] In an impact tool for performing a hammering
operation or a hammer drill operation on a workpiece
such as concrete by a tool bit, dust is generated during
operation. Therefore, known impact tools are provided
with a dust collecting device for sucking dust generated
during operation. For example, Japanese laid-open pat-
ent publication No. 2007-301717 discloses a dust col-
lecting device in which dust generated during operation
is sucked by a cylindrical hood disposed to surround the
tool bit.
[0003] Dust is sucked into the cylindrical hood through
a suction port of the hood and collected into a dust col-
lector disposed outside of the impact tool, through a dust
collecting hose connected to the hood. The dust collect-
ing hose connected to the hood needs to be securely
fixed so as to be prevented from slipping out of the hood
by vibration caused during operation.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to
prevent a slipping-off of a dust collecting hose in an im-
pact tool having a dust collecting device.
[0005] Above described object is achieved by a
claimed invention. According to an aspect of the inven-
tion, an impact tool is provided which performs a prede-
termined operation at least by linearly driving a tool bit
coupled to a front end region of a tool body in its axial
direction. The impact tool is provided with a dust collect-
ing device which is mounted to the tool body and has a
dust suction port for sucking dust generated during op-
eration by the tool bit and a dust transfer passage for
transferring dust sucked through the dust suction port.
The dust collecting device further has a dust collecting
hose which has a bellows-like part and through which
dust flowing through the dust transfer passage is led to
the outside, a hose mounting region to which the dust
collecting hose is attached so as to communicate with
the dust transfer passage, and a dust collecting hose
slip-off preventing member which is provided in the hose
mounting region and prevents the dust collecting hose
attached to the hose mounting region from slipping out
of the hose mounting region by engagement with the bel-
lows-like part of the dust collecting hose.
[0006] Further, the "dust suction port" and the "dust
transfer passage" in the invention are typically disposed

to surround the tool bit and formed by a cylindrical bit
covering part having an open front end. The "hose mount-
ing region" in the invention is provided in the vicinity of a
dust outlet which is open on the side opposite to the dust
suction port in an axial direction of the dust transfer pas-
sage, and is typically formed on the dust outlet side of
the bit covering part. Further, the manner in which the
hose is "attached" in the invention typically represents
the manner in which one end of the hose is fitted in the
dust outlet formed in the hose mounting region, and this
fitting manner includes both the manner in which the hose
is fitted into the dust outlet and the manner in which the
hose is fitted onto the dust outlet. The manner of "en-
gagement with the bellows-like part" in the invention typ-
ically represents the manner in which one or more pro-
jections are inserted in grooves (recesses) of the bellows.
Further, it is only necessary for the bellows-like part to
be provided at least in part of the dust collecting hose.
[0007] According to the invention, with the construction
in which the dust collecting hose slip-off preventing mem-
ber which is engaged with the bellows-like part of the
dust collecting hose is provided in the hose mounting
region, the dust collecting hose can be prevented from
moving in its extending direction with respect to the hose
mounting region, so that the dust collecting hose can be
prevented from slipping out of the dust collecting device.
Particularly, slip-off prevention of the dust collecting hose
is made by utilizing the shape of the bellows-like part
having depressions and projections, so that the dust col-
lecting hose can be securely fixed even with a simple
structure.
[0008] According to a further embodiment of the inven-
tion, the dust collecting device can be detached from the
tool body. Further, a dust collecting passage is formed
in the tool body. One end of the dust collecting hose is
attached to the hose mounting region, and the other end
is attached to the tool body by fitting to an open end of
the dust collecting passage. Further, the fitting manner
includes both the manner in which the dust collecting
hose is fitted into the open end and the manner in which
the dust collecting hose is fitted onto the open end.
According to the invention, the dust collecting hose is
securely fixed to the dust collecting device by the dust
collecting hose slip-off preventing member, so that the
dust collecting hose can be prevented from being slipped
out of the dust collecting device and left on the tool body
side when the dust collecting device mounted to the tool
body is detached from the tool body.
[0009] According to another aspect of the invention, a
representative impact tool is provided to perfume a pre-
determined operation at least by linearly driving a tool bit
coupled to a front end region of a tool body in its axial
direction. The impact tool includes a dust collecting de-
vice, a body side mounting region and a dust collecting
device side mounting region. The dust collecting device
sucks and collects dust generated during an operation
by the tool bit. The body side mounting region is formed
in the tool body. The body side mounting region attaches
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the dust collecting device to the tool body. The dust col-
lecting device side mounting region is formed in the dust
collecting device. One of the body side mounting region
and the dust collecting device side mounting region has
a plurality of projections which extend in an axis direction
of the tool bit and are arranged around the axis, and the
other has a plurality of grooves which extend in the axis
direction of the tool bit and are engaged with the projec-
tions, and a plurality of ridges provided between the
grooves around an axis of the tool bit. The representative
impact tool further includes a clamping member that
clamps the body side mounting region and the dust col-
lecting device side mounting region by fitting thereon
from the outside. When the dust collecting device is at-
tached to the tool body by engagement of the projections
with the grooves, outer surfaces of the projections and
top surfaces of the ridges are flush with each other in the
circumferential direction. The clamping member uniform-
ly clamps the regions flush with each other, whereby the
dust collecting device is fixedly attached to the tool body.
[0010] As one aspect of the invention the clamping
member may include a side grip which is removably at-
tached to the tool body and designed to be held by a user
in order to operate the impact tool. Further, the side grip
may include a band which attaches the side grip to the
tool body, while the band also defines the clamping mem-
ber for the dust collecting device. Further, at least one of
the grooves may include a slipping preventing mecha-
nism such that the projection engaged with the groove
is prevented from slipping axially forward out of the
grooves.
[0011] According to the invention, a technique is pro-
vided which contributes to slip-off prevention for a dust
collecting hose designed as a dust transfer hose in an
impact tool having a dust collecting device.
Other objects, features and advantages of the present
invention will be readily understood after reading the fol-
lowing detailed description together with the accompa-
nying drawings and the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012]

FIG. 1 is a side view, partly in section, showing an
entire structure of a hammer drill having a dust col-
lecting attachment according to an embodiment of
the invention.
FIG. 2 is a sectional view showing the entire structure
of the dust collecting attachment.
FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken along line A-A in FIG.
2.
FIG. 4 is an enlarged view showing part of FIG. 2.
FIG. 5 is a sectional view taken along line B-B in FIG.
2.
FIG. 6 schematically illustrates the dust collecting
attachment directly connected to an outside dust col-
lector.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0013] Each of the additional features and method
steps disclosed above and below may be utilized sepa-
rately or in conjunction with other features and method
steps to provide and manufacture improved impact tools
and method for using such impact tools and devices uti-
lized therein. Representative examples of the present
invention, which examples utilized many of these addi-
tional features and method steps in conjunction, will now
be described in detail with reference to the drawings. This
detailed description is merely intended to teach a person
skilled in the art further details for practicing preferred
aspects of the present teachings and is not intended to
limit the scope of the invention. Only the claims define
the scope of the claimed invention. Therefore, combina-
tions of features and steps disclosed within the following
detailed description may not be necessary to practice the
invention in the broadest sense, and are instead taught
merely to particularly describe some representative ex-
amples of the invention, which detailed description will
now be given with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings.
An embodiment of the invention is now described with
reference to FIGS. 1 to 6. In this embodiment, an electric
hammer drill is explained as a representative example
of an impact tool according to this invention. As shown
in FIG. 1, a hammer drill 101 according to this embodi-
ment mainly includes an outer housing 102 that forms an
outer shell of the hammer drill 101, a body 103 that is
partially covered by the outer housing 102, a hammer bit
119 detachably coupled to a front (left as viewed in FIG.
1) end region of the body 103 via a hollow tool holder
137, and a handle in the form of a handgrip 109 that is
designed to be held by a user and connected to the outer
housing 102 on the side opposite to the hammer bit 119.
The hammer bit 119 is held by the tool holder 137 such
that it is allowed to reciprocate in its axial direction with
respect to the tool holder. The outer housing 102 and the
body 103 are features that correspond to the "tool body"
in the invention, and the hammer bit 119 is a feature that
corresponds to the "tool bit" in the invention. Further, the
outer housing 102 and the body 103 correspond to the
"outer-shell housing" and the "inner body", respectively,
in claim 4 of the invention. For the sake of convenience
of explanation, the hammer bit 119 side is taken as the
front, and the handgrip 109 side as the rear.
[0014] The body 103 is formed by a motor housing 105
that houses a driving motor (not shown) and a gear hous-
ing 107 that includes a generally cylindrical barrel 106
and houses a motion converting mechanism (not shown),
a striking part 115 and a power transmitting mechanism
(not shown). A rotating output of the driving motor is ap-
propriately converted into liner motion by the motion con-
verting mechanism which is mainly formed by a crank
mechanism and then transmitted to the striking part 115.
As a result, an impact force is generated in the axial di-
rection of the hammer bit 119 (the horizontal direction as
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viewed in FIG. 1) via the striking part 115. The motion
converting mechanism and the striking part 115 form a
striking mechanism part. Further, the power transmitting
mechanism which mainly includes a plurality of gears
appropriately reduces the speed of the rotating output of
the driving motor and then transmits it to the hammer bit
119 via a final axis in the form of the tool holder 137, so
that the hammer bit 119 is caused to rotate in the circum-
ferential direction. Further, the driving motor is driven
when the user depresses a trigger 109a disposed on the
handgrip 109.
[0015] The striking part 115 mainly includes a striking
element in the form of a striker 143 that is slidably dis-
posed within a bore of the cylinder 141 together with a
piston of the crank mechanism, and an intermediate el-
ement in the form of an impact bolt 145 that is slidably
disposed within the tool holder 137. The striker 143 is
driven via an air spring action (pressure fluctuations) of
an air chamber 141 a of the cylinder 141 by sliding move-
ment of the piston and collides with (strikes) the impact
bolt 145. The striker 143 then transmits a striking force
caused by the collision to the hammer bit 119 via the
impact bolt 145.
[0016] When the driving motor is driven, the rotating
output of the driving motor is converted into linear motion
via the motion converting mechanism and then causes
the hammer bit 119 to perform linear motion in its axial
direction or striking movement via the striking part 115.
Further, not only the above-described striking movement
but rotation is transmitted to the hammer bit 119 via the
power transmitting mechanism driven by the rotating out-
put of the driving motor, so that the hammer bit 119 is
also caused to rotate in the circumferential direction. Spe-
cifically, during operation in hammer drill mode, the ham-
mer bit 119 performs striking movement in the axial di-
rection and rotation in the circumferential direction, so
that a hammer drill operation is performed on a work-
piece. On the other hand, during operation in hammer
mode, transmission of rotative power via the power trans-
mitting mechanism is interrupted by a clutch. Therefore,
the hammer bit 119 performs only the striking movement
in the axial direction, so that a hammering operation is
performed on the workpiece.
[0017] The outer housing 102 covers an upper region
of the body 103 which houses the striking mechanism
part, or the barrel 106 and the gear housing 107. Further,
a chuck 149 is disposed in the front end region of the tool
holder 137 in order to detachably couple the hammer bit
119 to the tool holder 137. The chuck 149 is exposed to
the outside without being covered by the outer housing
102. Although not shown, the outer housing 102 is con-
nected to the body 103 at several points via a plurality of
vibration-proofing elastic rubbers and can move at least
in the axial direction of the hammer bit 119 with respect
to the body 103. In other words, the outer housing 102
has a vibration-proof housing structure in which it is sup-
ported on the body 103 via the elastic rubbers. Therefore,
the outer housing 102 is rendered vibration-proof at least

in the axial direction of the hammer bit 119.
[0018] The handgrip 109 has a grip region 109A ex-
tending in a vertical direction transverse to the axial di-
rection ofthe hammer bit 119 and horizontal connecting
regions 109B, 109C extending forward from upper and
lower ends of the grip region 109A, and is generally D-
shaped as viewed from the side. Further, ends of the
upper and lower connecting regions 109B, 109C are con-
nected to the rear end of the outer housing 102. Specif-
ically, the lower connecting region 109C of the handgrip
109 is connected to a lower rear end of the outer housing
102 such that it can pivot on a pivot 121 in the axial di-
rection of the hammer bit 119, while the upper connecting
region 109B is connected to an upper rear end of the
outer housing 102 via a vibration-proofing compression
coil spring (which is covered by an extensible bellows-
like dust-proofing cover 124 in FIG. 1) such that it can
move in the axial direction of the hammer bit 119 with
respect to the outer housing.
[0019] A dust collecting attachment 150 which is at-
tached to the hammer drill 101 constructed as described
above and serves to suck and collect dust generated
during operation on the workpiece (such as concrete) is
now explained with reference to FIGS. 2 to 6. The dust
collecting attachment 150 is a feature that corresponds
to the "dust collecting device" in the invention.
[0020] The dust collecting attachment 150 according
to this embodiment entirely covers the hammer bit 119
and is suitably applied to an electric hammer drill which
is capable of performing not only a hammering operation
in which the hammer bit 119 is caused to linearly move
in its axial direction, but also a hammer drill operation
(for drilling) in which the hammer bit 119 is caused to
rotate around its axis while linearly moving in its axial
direction. The dust collecting attachment 150 is attached
to a front end region of the outer housing 102 such that
it covers the front end region of the outer housing 102
and the chuck 149 attached to the front end region of the
tool holder 137.
[0021] The dust collecting attachment 150 according
to this embodiment mainly includes a generally cylindrical
mounting part 151 made of synthetic resin and having
both ends open in its longitudinal direction, and a gener-
ally cylindrical bellows-like rubber bit covering part 157
which can expand and contract in the axial direction of
the hammer bit 119 and has both ends open in the lon-
gitudinal direction.
[0022] The cylindrical mounting part 151 includes a
front cylindrical portion 153 and a rear cylindrical portion
155 connected to the front cylindrical portion 153. The
front cylindrical portion 153 is a cylindrical member hav-
ing a small-diameter cylindrical portion 153a formed on
a bit covering part 157 side (the front side), a large-di-
ameter cylindrical portion 153b formed on the opposite
side (the rear side), and a tapered cylindrical portion 153c
formed in an intermediate region therebetween and ta-
pered toward the small-diameter cylindrical portion 153a.
The small-diameter cylindrical portion 153a is designed
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as a connecting region for connection with the bit cover-
ing part 157 and connected to the bit covering part 157
by fitting into a rear end opening of the bit covering part
157 from the rear. Further, a rubber seal 154 is attached
to the rear end of the small-diameter cylindrical portion
153a and serves to seal a gap between an inner circum-
ferential surface ofthe small-diameter cylindrical portion
153a and an outer circumferential surface of the hammer
bit 119.
[0023] As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, a plurality of pro-
trusions 155a are formed on an outer surface of one axial
end (front end) region of the rear cylindrical portion 155
and arranged at predetermined intervals in the circum-
ferential direction. When one end of the rear cylindrical
portion 155 is fitted into the large-diameter cylindrical por-
tion 153b from the rear, the protrusions 155a are elasti-
cally engaged with an opening 153d formed in the large-
diameter cylindrical portion 153b of the front cylindrical
portion 153, so that the rear cylindrical portion 155 is
prevented from slipping out ofthe front cylindrical portion
153. Thus, the front cylindrical portion 153 and the rear
cylindrical portion 155 are connected in one piece.
[0024] The rear cylindrical portion 155 extents in the
axial direction and is designed as a split cylindrical portion
which is split into several pieces in the circumferential
direction by a plurality of slits 155b having a closed front
end and an open rear end in the axial direction. Specifi-
cally, the rear cylindrical portion 155 is split by the slits
155b such that a plurality of axially extending projections
155c are formed and arranged in a cylindrical shape as
a whole. Each of the projections 155c formed by splitting
the cylindrical portion 155 via the slits 155b is allowed to
elastically deform in the radial direction.
[0025] When the cylindrical mounting part 151 is
mounted to a grip mounting part 171, the bit covering
part 157 of the dust collecting attachment 150 is disposed
to cover the hammer bit 119. The bit covering part 157
entirely covers the hammer bit 119 and forms a passage
157a (space) for dust between the outer surface of the
hammer bit 119 and the inner surface of the bit covering
part 157. The front open end of the bit covering part 157
is designed as a dust suction port 157b and the tip end
of the hammer bit 119 is placed in the dust suction port
157b. Further, a rear open end ofthe bit covering part
157 is removably fitted onto the small-diameter cylindrical
portion 153a of the front cylindrical portion 153 of the
cylindrical mounting part 151. Thus, the bit covering part
157 is designed to be removable from the cylindrical
mounting part 151. The dust suction port 157b and the
passage 157a are features that correspond to the "dust
suction port" and the "dust transfer passage", respective-
ly, in the invention.
[0026] A hose connecting part 159 is formed in the
small-diameter cylindrical portion 153a of the cylindrical
mounting part 151 and communicates with the passage
157a of the bit covering part 157. The hose connecting
part 159 protrudes obliquely rearward from an outside
lower surface of the small-diameter cylindrical portion

153a, and a dust transfer hose 161 is connected to the
hose connecting part 159. The hose connecting part 159
has a dust outlet 159a through which dust flows out from
the passage 157a of the bit covering part 157 to the dust
transfer hose 161. The hose connecting part 159 and the
dust transfer hose 161 are features that correspond to
the "hose mounting region" and the "dust collecting
hose", respectively, in the invention.
[0027] The dust transfer hose 161 is a tubular member
which is made of rubber or resin and includes a bellows-
like part at least in part. One end (front end) of the dust
transfer hose 161 is fitted into the dust outlet 159a of the
hose connecting part 159, so that the dust transfer hose
161 is connected to the passage 157a of the bit covering
part 157. The dust transfer hose 161 connected to the
bit covering part 157 extends rearward along the outer
surface of the cylindrical mounting part 151 and the other
end (rear end) of the dust transfer hose 161 is fitted into
a front open end 191 a of a dust collecting passage 191
formed in the body 103 of the hammer drill 101, so that
the dust transfer hose 161 is connected to the body 103.
Specifically, the dust transfer hose 161 is connected be-
tween the bit covering part 157 of the dust collecting at-
tachment 150 and the body 103.
[0028] Further, although not shown, the dust collecting
passage 191 of the body 103 mainly includes a pipe
which extends in a direction generally parallel to the axial
direction of the hammer bit 119 through an inner space
of the body 103, and a flexible hose which is connected
to a rear open end of the pipe and extends downward
through a rear inner space of the outer housing 102. As
shown in FIG. 1, an extending end of the hose commu-
nicates with a hose connecting port which is formed in a
connecting region 109C in a lower region of the handgrip
109. In FIG. 1, a dust collector hose 193 of a dust collector
is shown fitted into the hose connecting port.
[0029] As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, a hose cover 163
is attached to the hose connecting part 159 to which the
dust transfer hose 161 is connected, and covers the dust
transfer hose 161 fitted into the dust outlet 159a, from
below (from a direction transverse to the extending di-
rection of the dust transfer hose). The hose cover 163
has a tub-like shape having a generally semi-circular sec-
tion and an open top. Further, hook-like engagement
claws 164, 165 are formed on both ends of the hose cover
163 in the longitudinal direction. As shown in FIG. 2, the
engagement claw 164 on one (left as viewed in FIG. 2)
end of the hose cover 163 is engaged with an edge of
the opening of the dust outlet 159a of the hose connecting
part 159 from inside. As shown in FIG. 3, the engagement
claws 165 on the other end are formed on both upper
edges of the open top of the hose cover 163. Further, a
notch 153f is formed in each ofmounting walls 153e which
protrude downward from an outer lower surface of the
large-diameter cylindrical portion 153b of the front cylin-
drical portion 153 and are opposed to each other, and
the engagement claws 165 are engaged with the notches
153f from inside. Specifically, the hose cover 163 can be
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attached to the hose connecting part 159 by engagement
of the engagement claws 164, 165 with the hose con-
necting part 159 and detached from the hose connecting
part 159 by disengagement of the engagement claws
164, 165 from the hose connecting part 159.
[0030] As shown in FIG. 3, rib-like engagement mem-
bers 167 are formed on an inner surface of the hose cover
163 and opposed to each other and protrude in a direction
transverse to the inner surface ofthe hose cover. The
engagement members 167 are engaged with recesses
(grooves) of a bellows-like part 161 a of the dust transfer
hose 161, so that the dust transfer hose 161 is prevented
from moving in its axial direction. With such a construc-
tion, the dust transfer hose 161 fitted into the dust outlet
159a of the hose connecting part 159 is prevented from
slipping out of the dust outlet 159a. The hose cover 163
is a feature that corresponds to the "hose slip-off pre-
venting member" and the "covering member" in the in-
vention.
[0031] The dust collecting attachment 150 constructed
as described above, however, is not needed depending
on mode of operation of the hammer drill 101. Therefore,
it is preferable that the dust collecting attachment 150 is
provided with a mounting structure for removably mount-
ing it to the hammer drill 101, or particularly a mounting
structure which allows easy attachment or detachment
of the dust collecting attachment.
[0032] The mounting structure for mounting the dust
collecting attachment 150 to the hammer drill 101 1 which
is constructed to satisfy the above-described desire is
now explained mainly with reference to FIGS. 2, 4 and 5.
[0033] A front end region of the outer housing 102
which covers the barrel 106 has a hollow shape having
a generally circular section, and a grip mounting part 171
is formed in this front end region. The grip mounting part
171 is formed by a circumferential surface having a pre-
determined width and extending in parallel to the longi-
tudinal direction of the outer housing 102. The dust col-
lecting attachment 150 is fitted onto the chuck 149 and
the front end region ofthe outer housing 102 by moving
the cylindrical mounting part 151 rearward from the front
(left as viewed in FIG. 2) of the hammer drill 101. In this
state, the projection 155c of the rear cylindrical portion
155 which is described above is fixed to the grip mounting
part 171 by using a side grip 181.
[0034] As shown in FIG. 5, in this embodiment, a plu-
rality of longitudinally extending recesses 173 are formed
in the outer surface of the grip mounting part 171 in the
circumferential direction. Further, a plurality of ridges 175
are formed between adjacent recesses 173 on the outer
surface of the grip mounting part 171 and the ridges pro-
trude radially and extend in the axial direction and have
a curved outer surface (top surface). The projections
155c of the rear cylindrical portion 155 of the dust col-
lecting attachment 150 can be fitted in the recesses 173
of the grip mounting part 171. The outer surface of the
projection 155c is substantially flush with the outer sur-
face of the ridge 175 when the projection 155c is fitted

in the recess 173. The rear cylindrical portion 155 of the
dust collecting attachment 150 and the projections 155c
are features that correspond to the "dust collecting device
side mounting region" and the "projections", respectively,
in (1) of the invention. Further, the grip mounting part
171, the recesses 173 and the ridges 175 are features
that correspond to the "body side mounting region", the
"groove" and the "ridge", respectively, in (1) of the inven-
tion. As shown in FIG. 4, each of the projections 155c
has a stepped portion 155d on its front inner surface in
the longitudinal direction. When the projection 155c is
fitted in the recess 173 by utilizing elastic deformation,
the stepped portion 155d is engaged with a front edge
173a of the recess 173, so that the projection 155c is
prevented from slipping axially forward out of the recess
173. Specifically, the stepped portion 155d of the projec-
tion 155c and the front edge 173a of the recess 173 form
a simple slip-off prevention structure for the projection
155c.
[0035] As shown in FIG. 5, the side grip 181 mainly
includes a band 183 which is wrapped around the grip
mounting part 171 of the barrel 106, a base 185 which
is disposed on the end ofthe band 183 and has a generally
U-shaped engagement surface 185 a engaged with the
outer surface ofthe grip mounting part 171, a grip 187
which is connected to the base 185 such that it can rotate
around the axis of the base 185 with respect to the base
185, and a tightening threaded rod 189 for tightening the
band 183. The threaded rod 189 is loosely inserted
through the centers ofthe grip 187 and the base 185 and
extends in the longitudinal direction. Further, one end
ofthe threaded rod 189 is connected to an end of the
band 183 and the other end is threadably engaged with
a nut 186 disposed within the grip 187. The nut 186 is
prevented from rotating with respect to the grip 187.
Therefore, by turning the grip 187 clockwise or counter-
clockwise around its axis, the tightening threaded rod
189 threadably engaged with the nut 186 is moved for-
ward or backward in the longitudinal direction, so that the
band 183 can be tightened or loosened. The side grip
181 is a feature that corresponds to the "clamping mem-
ber" in (1) of the invention.
[0036] The side grip 181 is fixed to the grip mounting
part 171 by tightening the band 183. At the same time,
by this tightening operation, the projection 155c of the
rear cylindrical portion 155 fitted in the recess 173 of the
grip mounting part 171 is also clamped. Specifically, the
projection 155c of the rear cylindrical portion 155 is
pressed against the bottom of the recess 173, so that the
dust collecting attachment 150 is securely fixed to the
grip mounting part 171 together with the side grip 181.
When the band 183 is loosened and the projection 155c
of the rear cylindrical portion 155 is pulled axially forward,
the stepped portion 155d climbs over the front edge 173a
of the recess 173 by elastic deformation, so that the pro-
jection 155c of the rear cylindrical portion 155 can be
removed from the recess 173 of the grip mounting part
171. Thus the dust collecting attachment 150 can be de-
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tached from the grip mounting part 171.
[0037] Specifically, with the mounting structure of the
dust collecting attachment 150 according to this embod-
iment, the dust collecting attachment 150 can be de-
tached by loosening the band 183 without detaching the
side grip 181 from the grip mounting part 171. Further,
by reversing the procedure, or specifically by inserting
and fitting the projection 155c into the recess 173 of the
grip mounting part 171 from the front in the axial direction,
the dust collecting attachment 150 can be attached. Spe-
cifically, according to this embodiment, the dust collecting
attachment 150 can be easily attached to and detached
from the hammer drill 101.
[0038] According to the dust collecting attachment 150
constructed as described above, dust generated during
operation such as drilling operation by the hammer bit
119 is sucked into the passage 157a of the bit covering
part 157 through the dust suction port 157b of the bit
covering part 157 and then collected into a dust collector
through the dust transfer hose 161, the dust collecting
passage 191 of the body 103 and the dust collector hose
193.
[0039] As described above, in this embodiment, the
hose cover 163 is attached to the hose connecting part
159 and the engagement member 167 of the hose cover
163 is engaged with the recess of the bellows-like part
161a of the dust transfer hose 161, so that the dust trans-
fer hose 161 is prevented from slipping off. With this con-
struction, the dust transfer hose 161 can be securely fixed
even with a simple mounting structure, and the dust trans-
fer hose 161 can be prevented from slipping out of the
dust collecting attachment 150.
[0040] The dust collecting attachment 150 is not need-
ed depending on mode of operation of the hammer drill
10, and in such a case, it is detached from the hammer
drill 101. At this time, the dust transfer hose 161 is se-
curely fixed to the dust collecting attachment 150 by the
hose cover 163, so that the dust transfer hose 161 can
be prevented from being slipped out of the hose connect-
ing part 159 and left on the body 103 side of the hammer
drill 101 when the dust collecting attachment 150 is de-
tached from the hammer drill 101.
[0041] Further, according to this embodiment, the
hose cover 163 extends generally in parallel to the axial
direction of the hammer bit 119, and the dust transfer
hose 161 is connected to the hose connecting part 159
and extends to the dust collecting passage 191 of the
body 103. The hose cover 163 also serves as a member
for supporting the dust transfer hose 161 from below such
that the dust transfer hose 161 extends along the outer
surface of the cylindrical mounting part 151. Therefore,
the dust transfer hose 161 can be prevented from hang-
ing down.
[0042]  Further, the dust transfer hose 161 is connect-
ed between the dust collecting attachment 150 attached
to the outer housing 102 having the vibration-proof hous-
ing structure and a vibrator in the form of the body 103.
Therefore, when the dust collecting attachment 150 and

the body 103 are caused to move in the longitudinal di-
rection with respect to each other by vibration caused
during operation, the dust transfer hose 161 is affected
by this movement. According to this embodiment, how-
ever, with the construction in which the dust transfer hose
161 is prevented from slipping off by the hose cover 163,
the dust transfer hose 161 can be prevented from slipping
out of the dust collecting attachment 150, even if the in-
vention is applied to the vibration-proof housing structure.
[0043] Further, the hose cover 163 according to this
embodiment is detachable. Therefore, in use, the dust
collecting attachment 150 can also be directly connected
to the dust collector by detaching both the hose cover
163 and the dust transfer hose 161 and connecting the
dust collector hose 193 to the dust outlet 159a of the
hose connecting part 159 as shown in FIG. 6.
[0044] Further, in this embodiment, the engagement
member 167 for preventing the dust transfer hose 161
from slipping off is provided on the hose cover 163, so
that the hose cover 163 also serves as a slip-off prevent-
ing member. This construction may however be changed
such that the slip-off preventing member is separately
provided.
Further, in this embodiment, the hose cover 163 is de-
tachable via the plurality of engagement claws 164, 165,
but this construction may be changed such that one end
of the hose cover 163 in the extending direction or one
end of the hose cover 163 in a direction transverse to the
extending direction is rotatably connected to the hose
connecting part 159, and the other end has an engage-
ment structure by an engagement claw.
[0045] Further, in the above-described embodiment,
the hammer drill 101 1 is described in which the hammer
bit 119 performs hammering movement in its axial direc-
tion and drilling movement in its circumferential direction,
but the invention may also be applied to a hammer drill
in which the hammer bit 119 performs only hammering
movement in its axial direction.
[0046] In view of the scope and spirit of the above-
described invention, the following features can be pro-
vided.

(Aspect 1) An impact tool, which performs a prede-
termined operation at least by linearly driving a tool
bit coupled to a front end region of a tool body in its
axial direction, comprising:

a dust collecting device that is mounted to the
tool body and has a dust suction port for sucking
dust generated during operation by the tool bit
and a dust transfer passage for transferring dust
sucked through the dust suction port,
the dust collecting device further including:

a dust collecting hose that has a bellows-
like part and through which dust flowing
through the dust transfer passage is led to
the outside of the dust transfer passage,

11 12 
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a hose mounting region to which the dust
collecting hose is attached so as to commu-
nicate with the dust transfer passage, and
a dust collecting hose slip-offpreventing
member that is provided in the hose mount-
ing region and prevents the dust collecting
hose attached to the hose mounting region
from slipping out of the hose mounting re-
gion by engagement with the bellows-like
part of the dust collecting hose.

(Aspect 2) The impact tool as defined in aspect 1,
wherein the dust collecting device can be detached
from the tool body, a dust collecting passage is
formed in the tool body, and one end ofthe dust col-
lecting hose is attached to the hose mounting region
ofthe dust collecting device and the other end is at-
tached to the tool body in such a manner as to com-
municate with the dust collecting passage.

(Aspect 3) The impact tool as defined in aspect 2,
comprising a covering member for holding the dust
collecting hose to extend along an outer surface of
the hose mounting region, wherein the covering
member also serves as a dust collecting hose slip-
off preventing member.

(Aspect 4) The impact tool as defined in any one of
aspects 1 to 3, wherein the tool body has an inner
body in which a driving mechanism part for driving
the tool bit is housed, and an outer-shell housing
which covers at least part of the inner body and is
connected to the inner body via a vibration-proofing
elastic element in such a manner as to be allowed
to move with respect to the inner body at least in the
axial direction ofthe tool bit, and wherein the dust
collecting device is mounted to the outer-shell hous-
ing and the dust collecting hose is connected be-
tween the inner body and the dust collecting device.

It is explicitly stated that all features disclosed in the de-
scription and/or the claims are intended to be disclosed
separately and independently from each other for the pur-
pose of original disclosure as well as for the purpose of
restricting the claimed invention independent of the com-
position of the features in the embodiments and/or the
claims. It is explicitly stated that all value ranges or indi-
cations of groups of entities disclose every possible in-
termediate value or intermediate entity for the purpose
of original disclosure as well as for the purpose of re-
stricting the claimed invention, in particular as limits of
value ranges.

Description of Numerals

[0047]

101 hammer drill (impact tool)

102 outer housing (tool body, outer-shell hous-
ing)

103 body (tool body, inner body)

105 motor housing

106 barrel

107 gear housing

109 handgrip

109A grip region

109B upper connecting region

109C lower connecting region

109a trigger

115 striking part

119 hammer bit (tool bit)

121 pivot

124 dust-proofing cover

137 tool holder

141 cylinder

141a air chamber

143 striker

145 impact bolt

150 dust collecting attachment (dust collecting
device)

151 cylindrical mounting part

153 front cylindrical portion

153a small-diameter portion

153b large-diameter portion

153c tapered cylindrical portion

153d opening

153e mounting wall

153f notch

13 14 
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154 rubber seal

155 rear cylindrical portion

155a protrusion

155b slit

155c projection

155d stepped portion

157 bit covering part

157a passage (dust transfer passage)

157b dust suction port

159 hose connecting part

159a dust outlet

161 dust transfer hose (dust collecting hose)

161a bellows-like part

163 hose cover (hose slip-off preventing mem-
ber)

164, 165 engagement claw

167 engagement member

171 grip mounting part (body side mounting re-
gion)

173 recess (groove)

173a front edge

175 ridge

181 side grip

183 band

185 base

185a engagement surface

186 nut

187 grip

189 operation rod

191 dust collecting passage

191a front open end

193 dust collector hose

Claims

1. An impact tool (101) which performs a predeter-
mined operation at least by linearly driving a tool bit
(119) detachably coupled to a front end region of a
tool body (102, 103) in its axial direction comprising:

a dust collecting device (150) that sucks and col-
lects dust generated during an operation by the
tool bit (119),
a body side mounting region (171) that is formed
in the tool body (102, 103), the body side mount-
ing region (171) attaching the dust collecting de-
vice (150) to the tool body (102, 103) and
a dust collecting device side mounting region
(155) that is formed in the dust collecting device
(150), wherein:

one of the body side mounting region (171)
and the dust collecting device side mount-
ing region (155) has a plurality of projections
(155c) which extend in an axis direction
ofthe tool bit (119) and are arranged around
the axis, and the other has a plurality of
grooves (173) which extend in the axis di-
rection of the tool bit (119) and are engaged
with the projections (155c), and a plurality
of ridges (175) provided between the
grooves (173) around an axis of the tool bit
(119),
the impact tool (101) further comprising:

a clamping member (181) that clamps the body
side mounting region (171) and the dust collect-
ing device side mounting region (155) by fitting
thereon from the outside,
characterized in that:

when the dust collecting device (150) is at-
tached to the tool body (102, 103) by en-
gagement of the projections (155c) with the
grooves (173), outer surfaces of the projec-
tions (155c) and top surfaces of the ridges
(175) are flush with each other in the cir-
cumferential direction, and
the clamping member (181) uniformly
clamps the regions flush with each other,
whereby the dust collecting device (150) is
fixedly attached to the tool body (102, 103).

2. The impact tool (101) as defined in claim 1, wherein
the clamping member (181) comprises a side grip
(181) which is removably attached to the tool body
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(102, 103) and designed to be held by a user in order
to operate the impact tool (101).

3. The impact tool (101) as defined in claim 2, wherein
the side grip (181) includes a band (183) which at-
taches the side grip (181) to the tool body (102, 103),
while the band (183) also defines the clamping mem-
ber (181) for the dust collecting device (150).

4. The impact tool (101) as defined in any one of claims
1 to 3, wherein at least one of the grooves (173)
includes a slipping preventing mechanism (155d,
173a) such that the projection (155c) engaged with
the groove (173) is prevented from slipping axially
forward out of the grooves (173).
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